Frequency-specific auditory brainstem responses to bone-conducted stimuli.
The feasibility of recording bone-conducted auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) to 500-Hz and 2000-Hz tone bursts and clicks was investigated in normal-hearing adults. For all 3 stimuli, responses were detectable in all subjects at 30 dB nHL. At 20 dB nHL, the tone burst responses were detectable in 80-87% of the subjects, demonstrating that even the responses to 500-Hz tone bursts were relatively robust. Latencies and amplitudes of the responses were related to the stimuli. The cochlear locations contributing to the responses were investigated using high-pass masking. Derived-band analysis indicated reasonably good frequency specificity for the tone burst responses and a broad representation for the bone-conducted click, despite its lower frequency spectrum. The results of this study support the use of bone-conducted tone burst ABR for demonstrating frequency-specific normal cochlear sensitivity.